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I ^afe Again8t L*8htning
£veO thunderntorm that imss<>n
Md 'v'1" '“"dangers hia llfoand your own, and threat™ i 
damage or destruction „th 
property. But there would be „ 
rueli danger if the farm building,
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Safe Against Fire

And at certain times in the year

U7": Perha p".* Farmer™ #1 
catch fire in many wuys-nnd vnn 
are different from most farmer's 
wives if you do not dread this “ve,“ 
present danger You need not 
dread it at all when the buildings 
are covered with a seamless 3 
fireproof Oshawa shingled Zf

Improves Cistern Supply
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(^SHAWA STEEL 
^ SHINGLES are 
made of 28 gauge steel, 
specially toughened and 
Heavily galvanized to 
make them rust-proof. 
1 hus they weigh about

SEVENTY-EIGHT
Make Your House 

Fireproof
Finish tho interior of every room
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plaster coiling or wall is cracked
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pounds to 
the square. 
With the 
box about 
88 pounds 
to the
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When considering metal
always learn

1 HE WEIGHT OF
METAL

Make Your House 
Sanitary
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per square 
ottered and be sure that 
the weight is 0f the
MEIAL ONLY.
Make the weight test 
yourself First be sure 
the scales are accurate.
r A1, Unbox a square 

ot Oshawa Shingles and 
weigh them. Note that 
the weight averages 78 
pounds WITHOUT 
THE BOX.
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Make Your Barns Safe
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